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Another narcissistic actor who loves to hear himself talk! This book was very preachy and about as
deep as a paper cut! What have I learned about Matthew? I've learned that I never want to be stuck
in a room with him! Matthew McConaughey What a disappointment. My final thoughts are that I
guess you should leave your Hollywood crushes alone and not read about their lives in case you end
up here.

Academy Award winning actor Matthew McConaughey is a married man a father of three children
and a loyal son and brother. He considers himself a storyteller by occupation believes its okay to
have a beer on the way to the temple feels better with a days sweat on him and is an aspiring
orchestral conductor. McConaughey is also brand ambassador for Lincoln Motor Company an owner
of the Major Leag Academy Award winning actor Matthew McConaughey is a married man a father
of three children and a loyal son and brother. He considers himself a storyteller by occupation
believes it's okay to have a beer on the way to the temple feels better with a day's sweat on him and
is an aspiring orchestral conductor. McConaughey is also brand ambassador for Lincoln Motor
Company an owner of the Major League Soccer club Austin FC and co creator of his favorite
bourbon on the planet Wild Turkey Longbranch. I really love Matthew McConnaughey as a human
and as an actor so I was really excited to hear he wrote a book! I listened to the audiobook and his
narration is absolutely fantastic if you decide to read this book you HAVE to go with the audiobook
his voice is amazing and his narration was so fun I was smiling like an idiot most of the time reading
this. Only reason I knocked off a star is because I wasn’t a huge fan of the self-help parts of this book
I was more interested in hearing his interesting life stories and learning more about his roles and his
family and I could’ve done without the strange generic bumper sticker quotes haha. you’re a mensch
of a man! Matthew McConaughey My suggestion is to listen to the audiobook so that you can get
wrapped up in that warm friendly country-boy voice of his as if he is talking directly to you. If
McConaughey had stuck to personal essays without all the cheesy self-satisfactory interjections
(“prescription!” and “note to self!” and “bumper sticker!”) I’d have liked it more even though the
stories themselves felt very anecdotal and lacked depth. Matthew McConaughey From the Academy
Award®–winning actor an unconventional memoir filled with raucous stories outlaw wisdom and
lessons learned the hard way about living with greater satisfaction. I found a reliable theme an
approach to living that gave me more satisfaction at the time and still: If you know how and when to
deal with life’s challenges - how to get relative with the inevitable - you can enjoy a state of success I
call “catching greenlights. Hopefully it’s medicine that tastes good a couple of aspirin instead of the
infirmary a spaceship to Mars without needing your pilot’s license going to church without having to
be born again where I am. I listen to audiobooks while I cook dinner and putter around and the kids
kept coming out of their rooms to ask who I was saying omg please SHUT UPPPP I'm begging you
to. I pulled my headphones out of my ears multiple times saying I am done with you and my personal
favourite me quote say 'wet dream' one more time McConaughey I dare you sadly he dared. I have
seen reviews where people wanted more from him he mentions he has experienced sexual assaults
but doesn't elaborate people wanted less of his parents and their abusive behaviours people wanted
more detail on all of his movies and interactions with other stars this is NOT where the book fell
apart for me. He presents it in a way that looks super introspective and really like he challenges



himself to grow and live his best life and that's good he thinks so but I got the opposite impression I
feel like he glazes the top coat and then sands it off once in a while to reapply and make is shine
again. There are points when he talks about lying and says that he was raised that it doesn't matter
if you tell a big lie as long as you believe it and it helps you who cares and that's his personal choice
but my thought on that throughout the book was what my parents taught me once a liar always a liar
and don't retell a lairs tale so why was I reading one? To me this could have been a great story that
he embellished and concocted and those are fine for bar tales but this is a biography and after he
said that it just didn't come off as honest to me. If you are faced with a red it will go green and even
if you feel you are in a red zone of negativity there is likely something there that you can grasp on to
that will show you the green. sorry � I hugged my husband when I was done and thanked him for
proving that I don't have completely awful taste!� Matthew McConaughey This book is a good read -
suitable for all times but makes more sense for these uncertain and strange times. memoir: a written
record of a person's own life and experiences (Cambridge Dictionary)As the above definition states a
memoir is about a person`s own life – so it will be about `self`. It’s also a guide to catching more
greenlights - and to realizing that the yellows and reds eventually turn green too, was soooo looking
forward to this!! UGH seriously probably 2. 5 ⭐ for me but it's a biography and I feel harsh lowball
scoring someone's life thoughts lol so I rounded up: I realize a lot of people loved this but truly not
sure what to say about that, Also not too sure where to start here but will make it brief: In 2009
Matthew and his wife Camila founded the just keep livin Foundation which helps at risk high school
students make healthier mind body and spirit choices: In 2019 McConaughey became a professor of
practice at the University of Texas at Austin as well as Minister of Culture/M, In 2009 Matthew and
his wife Camila founded the just keep livin Foundation which helps at risk high school students make
healthier mind body and spirit choices, In 2019 McConaughey became a professor of practice at the
University of Texas at Austin as well as Minister of Culture/M. But I love this! If you are a fan of his
I’d definitely recommend checking this one out! I loved hearing more behind the scenes things about
his career. Matthew McConaughey I LOVED IT!!!!!! isn’t that enough? FANTASTIC storytelling.
Mathew is not only a great actor he’s a GREAT AUTHOR!!!HE CAN WRITE!!!! For readers who think
this book isn’t for you—-you just might surprise yourself: Its soooooo engaging!!!I didn’t want miss a
word!!!! I loved loved loved loved it!!!!YOU’ll LOVE IT!!!!! I Promise!!!!!!“Greenlights”. My
suggestion is also to listen in a quiet environment because Matthew is not an overbearing narrator.
What you'll get are some the wonderful interjections of laughter and a few wooos to let you know
that Matthew is a genuine human being very humble of his own fame. There are many passages that
can teach everyone a lesson on a number of topics: Just a little personal second-degree moment I
can tell you from a friend who met him once. She was working for Air Canada in Vancouver and
Matthew was there waiting for a flight out. She sheepishly declined saying that the bar was closed
as it was being renovated, His eyes narrowed down to her cocking an eyebrow he said Do you know
who I am? She said hoping not to offend Yes: you're Matthew McConaughey-- He said That's right
and I'm saying I don't care if it's being renovated, She said I'm sorry but we just can't she was
nearing peeing her pants out of fear for disappointing a famous well-loved celebrity, Finally he broke
out into an evil chuckle and said Oh I'm just joking! I understand. I love a good celebrity memoir but
not when riddled with self-help tidbits. Matthew McConaughey On the one hand I read this book in
less than two days over the course of a rainy weekend: On the other hand I have been keeping
notebooks in which I wax poetic since I was eighteen and this book has inspired me to never ever
share them with anyone, I’ve been in this life for fifty years been trying to work out its riddle for
forty-two and been keeping diaries of clues to that riddle for the last thirty-five, Notes about
successes and failures joys and sorrows things that made me marvel and things that made me laugh
out loud: Recently I worked up the courage to sit down with those diaries. I found stories I
experienced lessons I learned and forgot poems prayers prescriptions beliefs about what matters
some great photographs and a whole bunch of bumper stickers, ” So I took a one-way ticket to the
desert and wrote this book: an album a record a story of my life so far. This is fifty years of my sights
and seens felts and figured-outs cools and shamefuls. Getting away withs getting caughts and



getting wets while trying to dance between the raindrops, I loved Matthew McConaughey's vibe his
kind of random crazy coolness ugh ya that's gone like no. This was like being stuck at a party or on a
date with someone you thought would be fun and then you wonder when they will stop talking: I
loveeee his voice and was so pleased to get a skip the line audiobook copy from my library narrated
by the man himself! but sadly I now do NOT love his voice. Suffice to say that it took me two skip the
lines at the library and a lot of self talk to get through this book. I have no issue with people
discussing what they want about their lives sharing what they will and wont it's their story to tell
and I was fine with this: What I did have a problem with was as my husband would say he has I like
me a little bit of me syndrome. He reallyyy likes himself and I am still so done with that I want to
scream, There were a few points where I cringed I didn't love him and his brother screwing around
feigning blindness with a hotel manager as the butt of the joke. I didn't love his get out of jail bongo
tale too many people don't get that privilege, I dont know maybe those would have been funny
stories if I liked the rest, It's too bad because I LOVED his philosophy of looking for the greenlights.
It may be around the time that I wished he would stop shouting literally shouting his catchphrases in
my ear greenlight prescription poem stop shouting. Oh boy I was supposed to make this brief lol and
am ranting: I also loved although not in my style of expression (but to each their own) his love for his
family and children and wife, But still not enough to make me greenlight this book Matthew, ***To
all those criticising this book as `self centered` and `selfish` - my answer is “you are right”. And
when someone writes or speaks about self of course it will be about themselves…Greenlights is a
short memoir: Matthew McConaughey has written about some valuable insights and observations
from his own life, If you want to learn a little bit of McConaughey`s life family experiences and
approaches then read this book: This book will also give few interesting perspectives for certain life
situations. But do remember this is not a self-help book by a motivational guru or a `selfless` guide
by a saint: Most of the times it's not stolen it's right where you left it: Blue collar prayers - `I need` /
White collar prayers - `I want`, It's not personal - `they will pick you in a Limo but you might have to
get a cab home`. Sometimes which choice you make is not as important as making a choice and
committing to it: It is not about win or lose it is about `do you accept the challenge?`. It felt like I sat
around with him over a glass of scotch and he told me stories of his life. He’s witty funny smooth and
worked his literary skills through my heart: I laughed out loud I paused to write down deep truths
that resonated with me and I face palmed at some of his antics. Do yourself a favor and listen to the
Audible he narrates! Oh yes!!!His life has been interesting to say the least, I love his passion to
constantly be seeking more but also be content in the present, Due to the easy candor of his voice
one could miss the nuggets of wisdom he drops, The 5th and final star for me always boils down to
one thing did I want the book to end? No no I did not. Have immortal finish lines and turn your red
light green because a roof is a man made thing: I am totally listening to Matthew McConaughey! ❤️
Holy crap! So there is something to be said for a memoir where the author reads you their story: but
do you know the story?So I think there are two types of memoirs, One where the author paints the
picture they want you to see their public persona, Then there is the type where they actually let you
get a glimpse of their life, Their outlook thoughts and of course the path they have taken to get
where they are at. Yet we don't really know what lead up to it and exactly how it all went down. He
floored me with how he traveled to RV parks with his dog: I wish he would do a rom-com I do miss
those! A great entertaining read! Bumper sticker! Green Light! If you are a fan you will surely enjoy
this[1]

And laughing through the tears. It’s a love letter. To life. Good luck.O.C. for the University of Texas
and the City of Austin.O.C. for the University of Texas and the City of Austin. {site_link} Really
enjoyed this one. MEMORABLE STORIES you ‘won’t’ forget. � is a wonderful gift to
‘thyself’.�Greenlight � Greenlight � Greenlight �Thank you Mathew. Even better he's very
intelligent. He asked her to open the bar while he waited. Open. The. Bar. It's okay I'll find
somewhere else to wait. Don't you worry about a thing. She blew a sigh of relief. They parted with
some nice words for each other. He laughed as he walked away from her. He had fun teasing her.



Something tells me he's like that all the time. Matthew McConaughey Oh lord was this annoying.
Unless you’re a massive fan I can’t recommend. How to be fair. How to have less stress. How to have
fun. How to hurt people less. How to get hurt less. How to be a good man. How to have meaning in
life. How to be more me. Graces truths and beauties of brutality. Just blech. Sorry ugh and keep in
mind I am(?) a fan. probably not just not for me I guess. The keep it positive look for the good
philosophy. But somewhere in the middle that got lost for me. please. Beautiful. This is not a self-
help book.***Few quotes from the book:All destruction leads to construction.One man's appetite is
another's indigestion.It's better to jump then fall.Less impressed. More involved.Stop dreaming.
Start dealing.The roof is man-made.Kiss the fire and walk away whistling.Leave your scent.Turn the
page. You are the author of your life. Matthew McConaughey ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️Alright alright alright.5 easy
breezy stars. “Reach beyond your grasp.” -MM������ Matthew McConaughey Ahhhhhh. You all
know the voice. This right here is the second type.the type I like.Matthew couldn't be much open
with us the readers. He shared alot.and I mean alot.Things that we think we knew about.umm the
bongo incident.sure we all have heard about it.do we? Well now we do. You don't get more down to
earth than that. He shares why we don't see him in rom-coms anymore.Honestly. Matthew
McConaughey.


